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AMERICAN NURSES• ASSOCIATION
Staff Report to the
Cabinet on Human Rights
· January 1986

'

CABINET ON HUMAN RIGHTS
MARCH 5-6, 1987
AGENDA ITEM 4.8.1

TAB NO. 16

ATTACHMENT 1

Access to Care
The 1976 House of De legates adcpted two resolutions on access to hea1th care

services:

Resolution on Discrimination on Health Care Services
Juanita F.unter, Ed.D., R.N.

'10:

ClmrpeTeon
Cabinet.

EIDI:

ai

Human Rights

Jean Steel, M.S., R.N. ,C.

Chairperson

Ominet oo. Nursing Practice

The 1978 House of Delegates editorially modified the original resolution
presented to the house:
- Resolution on Safe Nursing Care for All People, Including Ethnic People of
Color
The 1984 House of Delegates adopted the following recoamendation~:

DME: tbve!lber 28, 1983
BE:

Resolution on Consumer's Right to Direct Access to Nursing Services and
Right to Know True Costs of Nursing Services

Cabinet on Nursing Practice Response to the Stateuent on the Blueprint
for Action to I:npl.eaent the Resolution oo Access to Care

At its Septem:,er 28-30, 1983, meeting, the Cabinet on Nursing Practice
reviewed the Cabinet on Human Rights• draft statement on the "Blueprint for
Action to Implement the Resolution on Access to Care. n

Staff advised the Cabinet en Nursi.DJ Practice of the ciet.ion taken by the
Cabinet ai Human Rights at its Septenber 14-16, 1983, neeting related to
potential strategies identified by the cabinet for inplementation of the
resolution at Access to Care.
'!be Cabinet on Nursing Practice sug;,orts your efforts in this area and kloks
fonerd to hearing about the response of the Constituent Forum to your
reocmmendation that ea::h state oaistituent select one care issue of high
visibility am develop a strategy am i;xogram for dealing with it.

That the Pmerican Nurses• Association through concerted organizationai action, assure access to quality nursing services and
recognition for services of nurses in all financing systems by:
l. Investigating alternative nursing cost methodologies.

2. Conducting research on the quality and cost ia.,acts of
prospective pricing on health care delivery systems as it
relates to the use of the professional nurse as a costeffective provider.
3. Promoting organized nu~sing's participation in and influence on
public and private policy decisions on health cara financing.
4. Promoting IIOdes of delivery and financing of nursing services

that are f"!~~nsive and relevant to cons...- needs.

5. Conducting leadership development programs far 111rses on the
iq>act 9-f health care financing systems.
6. Identifying initia~1ves that protect equitable salaries for

professional nur!es.

181':pn:15

cc: I¥ndail F.ddy, M.P.A., R.N.
Irma loo Hirsch, M.N., R.N.
Karen Tucker

7. Relating patJ~t cl~ssif1cat1on systems to financing system.
8. Developing a peer rev!~-w process controlled by the professien.

IT-H:PB:mw
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Access to Care
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The 1976 House of Delegates adopted two resolutions on access to health care
services:
- Resolution on D1scr1mfnation on Health Care Services
Resolution on Consumer's Right to Direct Access to Nursing Services and
Right to Know True Costs of Nursing Services

tems; and

-.

The 1978 House of Delegates edit.orial ly modified the original resolution

presented to the house:

t
I

- Resolution on Safe Nursing Care for All People, Including Ethnic People of
Color

l

J

The 1984 House of Deiegates adopted the following reconmendations:

That the hnerican Nurses' Association through concerted organizational action, assure access to quality nursing services and
recognition for services of nurses in all financin~ systems by:

1. Investigating alternative nursing cost methodologies.
2. Conducting research on the quality and cost impacts of
prospective pricing on health care delivery systems as it
relates to the use of the professional nurse as a costtrfective provider.

.
;

.
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3. Promoting organized nursing•~ participation in and influence on

I

public and private policy decisions on health care financing.

4.

Promoting modes of delivery and financing of nursing services
that are responsive and relevant to consumer needs.

s.

Conducting leadership development programs for nurses on the
1q,act !! health care financing systems.

..

6. Identifying ·initiatives that protect equihble salaries for

professional nurses.

7. Relating patient classification systems to financing sys~ems.
8. Developing a peer review process controlled by the profession.

•
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REPORT OP THE CABINEl' ON NURSING SERVICES,
CABINE.T ON E:OMJMIC AND GENERAL WEI.PARE,
CABINE'l' ON NURSING PRACTICE
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REPORT:·

(A-84~

SOBJEX:T:

Access an3 Recognition for Services of Nursas

?RESENTED BY:

Sally Sample, M.H., R.N., ehairpers.:>n, Cabinet on Nursing
Services
Martha Garcia, R.N., ,;:hair person, Cabinet on Economic and
~neral Welfar'!
Jean E. Steel, M.S., R.N.,C., chairperson, Cabinet on
Nursing Practice

REFERRED 'ro:

Reference Corrmittee
(Jo Jl.nn Pa11e,
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Health Care Financing Trends
The rising costs of health care contrasted with a public mrality that

expects a general availability, accessibility, am acceptability of healt"l
care- have sharpened attention on public policies affecting t.'le
organization, deli'lery an3 financing of health care. Forellk:>st aoong these
policies is the Medicare prospective pricing system (PPS).

Past Hc.i~ Action:

~solutfon on Prepaid Health Insurance Program (1958)
.Resolution on-'Clinical Practice of Nursing (1962)
Resolution on Social Security Amendments of 1965 (1966)
Resolution on Health Care Costs (1970)
.Resolutiorron National Health Insurance (1970)
Resolution-en Nurses• Involvement in Deli·.rery of Ambulatory Health care
Services (1970)
Resolution on 'l'hird•Party Reinbursement for Nursing Services (1972)
Resolution of Third Parq Payments (1974)
Resolution on National Health Insurance (1974)
Resolution on the Nurse as a Primar/ Health Care Provider (1974)
.Resolution on Home Health Care (1976)
Resolution on Consuner•s Right to Direct ilccess tc. Nursing SeI?ices am
Right to Know True Costs of Nursing Services (1976)
Resolution on Classification Systsm of Nursing Diagnosis (1976)
Icesolution on Support for Home Health Care (1978)
Resolution on Reaffirmation of the 1974 ANA Bouse of Delegates llesolution
on National 9ealth Insurance (1978)
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The enphasis on prospective payment is lil<ely to continue. The DIG
met.'iodology used in Medicare prospective pricing may be refined or be
replaced by-some other mechanism for categorizin~ patients oc providing
payments for services rendered. The Health care Pinancing Mtlinistr.ation
(BCf'A), t.lte government agency res_ponsible foe the Medicare and Medicaid
programs is etJrrently evaluating ways of incorporating physlc:ians• payments into Medicare prospective hospital ~yant met.-Sodology. ?respective
payment is also being examined for long-ter11 institutional care and
b0111e healt.'l services.

Private insurers, ala:l'lough not included under prospective payment, and
industry are also pursuing prospective payment. Therefore, it ~ppears
that t.~e Medicare prospec:tiv'! !)ayment system is one of a se:ies of
successive steps a-:ay frOlll the retrospective cost approach to~-ard a more
prospective system of paying for all healt-~ ca~~ services.
Implications For Nursing
Nurses have a direct interest in the structure and mec?lanis1DS for
financing healt!l care and for reilm>ursement of nursing sec-.1icas. T'!:le
American Nurses' Association has a long ~istory of promoting efforts to 1
recognize, under all syste111S of. financing am reimursing heal~, car~,
provision of nursing services delivered by nurses wit-~in an organized
nursing services system am nursing services rendered by individual nurses
within a variety of delivery systems.
As early as 1936, the American Nurses• Association began studying a:1d

formulating principles on the inclusion of nursing services in prepaid
healt~ care. Since 1948, the priorities of the association have reflect'!d
interest in the recognition of third-party payments for nursing se~.1ices.
Between 1950 and 1982, at least twenty-three resolutions were adopted on
reiidlursement of nursing services and on such related topics as nursing
services as a benefit of health insurance, recognition of the nur3e as a
pri.liary care provider, and cost am quality controls of nursing services.
The 1980s hold the potential as a decade for influential leadership by
nursing. As public and political determinations are made vit.~ regard to
the quantity, costs and quality of health care, the need for leadershlp
from nursing is inperative. Collective energies 1111st be target:ad on
strategies~ de11X>nstrate the economic value of nursing practir.:e wit:"lout
c:onpromising the nature, scope and content or emphasis of standards of
professional nursing.

-2-

1·

l In light of historic budget deficits aoo a projected bankruptcy of the
2 Medicare program. Congress seized t:.'le ooportunity in 1982 to include cost
3 limits on hospital payments as part of th~ Tax Equity and Fiscal
4 Responsibility Act of 1982 (Public Law 97-248), known as TEFRA. This
5 legislation proposed a prospective payment system for hospitdi7.ed
6 Medicare patients that was enacted into law as part of the Social Security
7 Amendments in April 1983. This federal strategy to control the escalating
8 costs of the Medicare program has dramatically altered hospital financial
9 incentives.
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"Fo: the past tl1ree decades, the financial incentives built into the
hospital payment system rewarded increases in the number of f~cilitie~,
beds an3 services, ne~ technology and 11Dre highly skilled healt~
pro~essionals. The new hospit3l prcspectiv~ pay:nent system for Medicare
pat1ents reflects a major reoriP-ntation of the incentives associateo wit~
paY!Uent for hospit3l services.
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Influencing Health Care Financing Systems

With the growing trend toward prospective payment, cost containment,
efficiency, and productivity in healt.~ care delivery will continue to be
emphasized as never before. Validating nursing's economic value takes on
a new urgency. First, pressures to reduce the amount of mcney ~pended to
deliver nursing care may lead to deterioriatf.ng staffing patterns.
Second, t.~e substitution of less qualified, less highly traine-1 pers::,nnel
as dir,ect care givers of nursing services may r~prese11t risks to the
quality of nursing care delivered.
Some measure of nursing ,~source consumption on a patient-specific basis
is necessary to determine
actual costs of nursing sarvices. Nursing
costs are 110re ~~an nursing salaries.
The lack of a patient-specific cost function for nursing is~ ·~aknes~ in
the Medicar~ prospective pricing S'Jstem. Alternative ~~rsing ccst
methodologies ar-e needed to assure effective managerial decision aaldng.
professional autonolll'f and effective collective bargaining for
i~provement oft.~~ economic and general welfare of nurses. Alt~rnative
nursing cost roe~~odol09ies will also allow consumers of nursing ser-1ices
to evaluat~
costs and ~nefits of specific nursing services.

Traditionall1, the pay:nent system for hospitals has heen on a p,!r diem
basis with costs determined by the hospit~l. OUring a ~~ree-year
transit~on period, Medicare's prospective payment system, based on
dia9nos1s-related groups (DRGs), will pay each hospital within a specific
geographic area a fixed amount for hospitali~~ Medicare patients
classified within a specific diagnosis related group. At the beginning bf
the 1987 federal fiscal year, each hospital will be paid a fixed a'ilOunt
per DRG regardless of geographic 4rea. At this time, hospital s~~vices
tha~ ar: not included under DRGs are: out~atient care, psyc~iatric car~,
pediatric care and the secvices of r~habili~ation hospitals.

27

28
29

Nursing must strengt.'len its partnerstiip wit.'1 consumer:s. Toget.'ler wit.11
organiz~d consumer groups, nursing can id~ntify alt~rnativ~ healt~ car~
ncdel.s h.,.se,1 on pati~'!.t advocacy values irt!lerent to t.:ie profession. :\
priinary area for pactnership models is illllbulatory, out of hospital
chronic illness care. This area of healt~ car~ is the :nest unner-financ~J
in
Unit~d States.

Past House ~tion (continued}:
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Resolution on Appointment of Nurses for Individual Practice Privileges in
Health Care Institutions and Agencies (1978)
Resolution QD Quality Assurance {1978)
Resolution on Evaluation of Benefits and Cost-Effectiveness of Registeced
"Nurses as Providers of Nursing Care (1978)
Resolution on Identification of Costs of Organized Nursing Services for
Reimbursement Purposes (1980)
Resolution on O>st-Effective care in Organiz~d Nursing Services (1980)
Resolution...,n Pr011Dtion of Self-care Concepts (1980)
Resolution on Quality Assur:ance (1980}
Resolution on Control of Nursing Practice (1982)
Resolution on SO:ial Responsibility for Health care Services to At-Risk
Populations {l!J82)
Association Platrorms: 1950-52, 1952-S4, 1954-56, 1956-58, 1958-60,
1960-62, 1962-S,l, 1964-66, 1966-68, 1968-70, 1970-72
Association Prioricies: 1172-74, 1974-76, 1976-68, 1978-80, 1980-82
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Gaining Recognition for Service of Nurses

The i~pact of the conditions of work on the quality of nursing practi~e is
an ongoing concern of the profession. Wit.~ two-t.~irds of the nation's
nurses employed in hospitals, the impact of the Medicar~ D!l;-baS.?!ti
prospecti~~ payment system on the quality of the hospital wor~ envi:~nment
must ~e considered. This concern is cogent because tr~nds indicat<! that
all payors are ooving toward a prospective approach aimed at curuiting
hospital aild other health services costs. It i!I imperative t.'tat t.'le
nation•s nurSl!s take a leadership role in influencing the design of l\ealth
care fina~ng systems.
Although nursirt9 services are t.lte largest coq,onent of professional l:1oor
in the hospit3l setting, the inability to isolate nursing's contributions
to hospital r~venues and productivity often promotes inefficient
deployment arrl utilization of nursing personnel at tl\e ex?3nse ,:,f pati~nt
care. tn all ~rk settinc;s nursing's contributions as a cevenue-~roducing
cent:~r shoulrl
recognized.

•
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Nursing costs need to be separated from room and board
expenses. costs vary by virtue of patient mi.'< and how
and utilized- in relation to ancillary services. Until
nursing services is based on nursing resources related
wage cuts and staffing reductions are arbitrary.
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nurses ,Ha deployed
cost reporting f'or
to patient care,

11
12

13

2420 Pershing Road. Kansas City. Missouri 84108

and supply

cost reporting and reil:lbursement formulas for the payment of nursing
services nust be adequate and equitable to assure operational efficiency
while providing quality nursing care. Reizursement forl!Lllas llllSt orovide
for coq,arable and equitable.salaries for professional nurses. Nur;ing
salaries 111.1st remain negotia~le to reflect accurately levels of
responsibility, experience and education.
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American Nurses' _Association, Inc..
(816) 474.5720
t:un1t:E: R Crne. I" N
F',c.-.itft.•ui

Cabinet on Human Rights

FROM:

Ex,!cuti ve Conmittees
Division on Maternal and Child Health Nursing Practice
o;,,;sion on Colllllunity Health Nursing Practice
Division on Gerontological Nursing Practice
Di'li !,ion on Medi ca1-Surgi ca1 Nursing Practice

DATE:

September 6, 1983

RE:

A Blueprint for Action to IDPrllement the Resolution on Access to Care

t-lhile a prospective payment system, has the potential of underfonding

Defining nursing practlc~ is essential to the devel,,pment of a patient

classification system that reflects ~le orientatiQn of nursing. Grouoing
patients according to human responses which nurses diagnose and treat-has
better potential to support recognition of nursing services. ~y relating
t.~e dia;rnoses to nursitlg service requirements, therapeutic staffing
patterns can be iaplemented and the actual costs of nursing services
coffl)uted. This could lead to rP.imbursement of nursing services and formal
recognition of diffecences in nursing resource consumption through level
of pay.
The current efforts of nursing, under prospective payment, to objectively
define t.~e relationship of nursing to quality patient outcomes also
strengthens the profession"s potential for self-regulation and its
authority for nursing practice. The profession•s published statements on
scope of pt)ctice and its standards of practice COl!pcise t.lte elements upon
which to juqge the quality of care. tihen nursing resource consumption is
objectively defined and related to quality patient outcomess these
elements of nursing's review system will form the basis for more rigorous
professional review. A mature nursing peer review system will be
possil>le.

~\';isr1r~qtor.. D C
12021 i89 i200

TO:

Defining Quality Nursing Practice

nursing services and downward substitution of personnel, the syst8m also
requires a patient classification system. A system that takes into
account t:he complexity of nursing care would facilitate moce accurate
allocation of financial resources. Such a system could secve as the basis
for payment for nursing services ar.d provide uniform cost accounting and
financial control. Development of a patient ctassification system that
cou!d
r.ieasuc~ against: specific patient outcome$ is necessacy unde: t
cost-per-case ::eilibursement systems t~ prevent possihle underfundin·; of
nursing services and
deterioration of staffing patt~rns.

\Vash,nq:on Offo:e
1101 l4rh SH"e"e!, N.W
2{'()(';5

This memo surrmarizes the responses of the divisions named above to th~ Cabinet's ":quest
for review of its draft statement rationale and proposed plan for a~t1on on th~ 19~2
Resolution: Social Responsibility for Health Care Services to At-R1sk Populat1ons.

Division

01

Maternal and Child Health Nursing Practice

The executive co11111ittee discussed the urgent need for the activitfos outl~ 1ed for national,
state and local nursing organizations in monitoring and_having positive i~act on access
to health care for the population at large. The execut1ve conm1ttee recogn1zes that these
activities are difficult to carry out, even with adequate available resources. The .
example was cited of a research project on access to perinata~ he~lth care conducte~ ~n
Oregon which has now been modified and in the process of re~l1cat1on by MA~NA. Sol1c1tation of local participation in this project has ~een s1ow_w,th subsequ:nt 1~act on the
time frame for the study and use of the informat1on to bring about le91slat1ve change.
·In addition, many health care agencies have no mec~anism_in pla~e to as~ess health ~ar:
r.eeds of the populations served, and do not have l1nks with ANA s consti~uent~~~o p.ov1de
feedback to 1ocal and state nurses associations. This has long been an 1denti,ied problem in monitoring health care at the national level.

i

The executive co:mrittee wishes to offer the following specific feedback on the blueprint.
The Cabinet on Human Rights proposes that the national 1ev~1 increase its e~hasis on
)
the urgency of need for access to care for at-risk populations. One mechanism to accom- r
plish this would be through a position paper or iqlact p~per that woul~ speak to_the
\
documented effects of limited access. Tl-tis paper could include analysis of the impact o!__J
budget cuts on entitlement programs across the country •

----

--- ------- - -· - -- .

"-·----- -·

The executive committee discussed the establi~hmen~ of a form~l mechanism for" f~edback
from national, stat~, and local levels to monitor 1mplemen~at1on o! the resolu~1on. ~oncern was expressed as to the accuracy and ~oq,le~eness O! ~nfonn~t,~n share~ w1th national
level due to the problems previously described w1th obtaining th1s 1nformat1on from local
and state health agencies.
ANA - An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Self-regulation, through peer review, can then be conducted with the
kn01otledge that the quantity of care, however extensi~~, and the costs of
~are, however contained, assure the public quality in nursing•s
performance-as affirmed by the profession. ~xµert cost-effective clinical
decision mking can be rewarded through salaries, 9romotion, and
retention.
The 1984 Bouse of Delegates adopted the following recommendation:
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2. Conducting research on the quality and cost impacts of
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The executive conmittee of the Division on Maternal and Child Health Nursing Practice
expresses support of the Cabinet on Human Rights activities to illl)lement the reso1ution on
access to care.
Division on Community Health Nursing Practice

The executive committee also discussed the barriers to obtaining c~rehensive data from
health care agencies.- The Cabinet on Human Rights may want to consider contacting the
Association of State and Territorial Directors of Nursing for dialogue and assistance in
this area. This organization includes directors of state health departments and may be
of assistance in obtaining information and monitoring the iq>act of budget cuts on entitlement programs.

pr('81)eetbe pricing on health care delivery systems as it
relates to the USQ of the professional nurse as a
~t-effective pro9ider.

3. PrCIDOting organized nursing's participation in and influence
on pub1ic and pd vate policy decisions on heal th care
financing.

September 6. 1983

Mechanisms identified to increase the emphasis on the urgency of need for access to care
for at-risk populations included publicizing ANA's concerns through news releases, The
American Nurse and editorials, articles in the general print media.

by:

l. Znvestigat!ng alternative r.arsing cost methodologies.

-2-

The executive conmittee of the Division on Conmunity Health Nursing Practice reviewed
the Blueprint for Action to Implement the Resolution ~n Access to Care prepared by the
Cabinet on Human Rights and would like to share some comments.

'!bat the American Burscs• Association through concerted
organizational action, assure access to quality nursing services
and recognition for services of nurses in al1 financing systems

t5

16

Cabinet on Human Rights

(

Divis ion

4. Promoting modes of delivery and financing of nursing services
that are responsive and relevant to consumer needs.

Ori

Ger onto 1ogi cal Nursing Practice

After review of the cabinet's proposed plan for action, the executive conmittee made the
following suggestions:

S. Conducting leadership development programs for nurses on the
illlpact. of health care financing systems.

1) Change A.I to read as follows: Eq>hasize the increasingly ~rgent need for
access to care for at-risk populations.
2) Under B.2, add the monitoring of Title XX Services to older adults.
3} Substitute for C.1, encourage funding for ani.lulatory care.

6. Zdentifying initiatives that protect equitable salaries for
professional nurses.
7. Relating patient classification systems to financing
system.

Division on Medical-Surgical Nursing Practice
The executive committee forwards these reco~ndations to the Cabinet en Human Rights:

a. t>neloping a peer revieu precess controlled biy the profession.

-

•

1) The purpose of the statement of reaffinnation should be more clearly expressed.
2) The Rationale and Plan for Action should list specific strategies and describe the financial resources available to pursue the strategies.
3) The Cabinet might consider close collaboration with the Cabinet on Nursing
Practice Steering Conmittee on the Classifications for Nursing Practice
Phenomena to study the impact on nursing practice of the utilization of
diagnostic related groups (DRGs).
4) The cabinet should call ·ior the analysis of other funding mechanisms which
do not address the quality of care, e.g., relative intensity measures (RIMs).
After further discussion, the executive co11111ittee detennined the need to c0111DUnicate its
response and address two recolllt1endations to the Cabinet on Nursing Education •
1} That the cabinet urge the Council on Ccntinuing Education to launch or
stimulate a massive campaign~ perhaps through regional fonns, to educate
nurses about basic economic issues (including income, the cost of equipment to the patient. and legislative changes affecting health care financing}.

Cabinet on Human Rights

-3-

SeptewDer 6~ 1983

'

'

.lIBerican ~urses' Association, I:::J.c.
2420 Pershing Boad, Kansas City. MJaaouri 84108
CB18) 4'74--5720

2) That the cabinet in its revision of Standards for Nursing Education stress
the need for basic education to include the economics of health care.

The executive c011111ittee recognizes that nursing must more clearly describe the costeffectiveness of good nursing care, e.g., the cost-effectiveness of teaching patients

Eunice R. Cote. R.N.

i
-j'

J
,

Pf(Midenr

Wasrungton Office:
1101 T4th Street. NW.
Suite 200
Wash,ngton. 0.C.2(XX)5
1202l 789- lcnl

Judnh A. Ryan, R.N.
Executive Director

self-care.

Sumnary Statement

TO:

cabinet

d;visions on practice appreciate the opportunity to review and respond to the Cabinet
o,; Human Rights on the 31ueprint for Action to ll'll)lement the Resolution on Access to Care.
The divisions recognize that nursing's responsibility to safeguard health care services
to at-risk populations represents a shared mission, with the need for collaborative efforts
cr.iong all ANA organizational units and state constituents. The divisions appreciate the
cabinet 1 s action;~ taking a leadership role in this vitally important effort.

FBCM:

Executive 0:maittee
Divisiai en Psydliatric

DATE:

June 7, 1983

The

Please note that the response of the Division on Psychiatric and Mental Health Nursing
Practice to the cabinet (memo dated June 7, 1983) sent under separate cover has been
attached to this collaborative response.
CC:rf
Attachment
c=:

F.xecuti ve Collllli ttees
Division on Maternal and Child Health Nurring Practice
rivision on Conmunity Health Nursing Practic2
Division on Gerontological Nursing Practice
Division on Medical-Surgical Nursing Practic~.
Division on Psychiatric and Mental Health Nursing Practice
Lyn Eddy

Karen Tucker

Q1

HIJDan Rights

am Mental Healt!l Harsin; Pnlctice

Blueprint for Action tD Iq;,Jeumt the Res0h1tim

ai .kx,ess to

'l'be Executive camu.ttee, Divisial en Psychiatric aa:1 Mental B'ealth

Practice, met in April l.983. During mis neet::i.n:J, the a:aaittee

C!m

HarsiDJ

t:be
March 9, 1983, mem fran the Cabinet ai Bl:IDan Rights regamiDJ a blueprint fee
action to i:q,Jeient the resolution ai access to care.
'!'be i:a:~tive o:::mnittee i:ecxmnen:is that the cabinet's prcposal for state
mrses' at;SOCiatialS to llCllitcr ilipact of programs f.or natemal am c::bild
health, wtm.'!11, infants am dli.JJken, am develcpnentally disabled, te espm3e3.
tx> imlude ~ntal health progr311S, an:1 pro;ram fer the elderly, the laeJess,.
the unerpl.aJed,. am for victim of dcmestic vlolence.
The exs::w...ive cxmm.ttee also ~ested that infor:matico be C0llected ai
effect of block grants en quality
quantity of nenta1. healt.h

am

sernces.

The ese:utive a:mn:i.ttee also pn:posed the follcwing questior.s tegarding the

blueprint for action:

am

l.

What \tDlld tne CJSt be fer states to m::initor b1cdt grants
ilq)a,ct ai var:i.ols programs?

2.

Bal wculd tne American Nurses' Associatial interface with the states?

3.

What are the projected ootccnes of the blueprint?

their

'l'be executive cannittee reaffil:ms its sua,ort for t:h6 pragrams of tbe cabinet
aa3 its effort'..s m keep ANA. informi:d regardm;J the UJXlerSP~ p:pJJ at-ions.
IS:tf:15
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American Nurses' Association, Inc.
2420 Pel'shlng Road, Kao.sas City, Missouri 84108

(818) 474-5720
Cables
Amernurses U.S A.

Eunice R. Cole. R.N.

Pres,dent

DRAFT

Washington Office:
1101 14th Street, N.W.
Suite 200
Washington, O.C. 20005
(202) 789-1800

AFFlRMATION OF UNITY OF PURPOSE BY THE
ORGANIZATIONAL UNITS OF AH.~

Judith A. Yates. R.N.
Execurive Director

TO:

The historical recot"d of the !J..,ierican Nurses' Association indicates that it

Board of Directors
Cabinet on Economic and General Welfare
C~~inet on Nursing Education
Cabinet on Nursing Practice
Cabinet on Nursing Research
Cabinet on Nursing Servic~s
f,cecuti v1: Ccnmi ttees c:,f the Divis i ans 011
C01t111Unity Health Nursing Practice
Gerontulogical Nursing Practice
Maternal Child Care Nursing Practice
Medical Surgical Nursing Practice
Psychiatric and Mental Health Nursing Practice

association must work to visibly demonstrate the transformation of that legacy in-

FR<I':

Cabinet on Human Rights

to action. Wa believe the profession of nursing is endowed with a public trust,

DATE:

March 9, 1983

and the honoring of that trust is enacted through internal accountability as well

RE:

A Blueprint for Action to Implement the Resolution on

as external accountability. Therefore, at this critical juncture in the history

Access to Care

strives to honor, value, and fulfill its commitment to the human rights of ali.
From this flows two additional beliefs. First, the American Nurses' Association
is its nenmershii>, the state nurses' associations and the nurses. who cOftJ,lrise
their members. Thus, the actions of each ment,er are valued and prized as its
conmit..rnent is translated into behavior. Second, the organizational entities of the

of our country, we reaffinn the validity of this societal claim.

pattern of changing national priorities, as reflected in fecteral cutbacks, has
produced an increasing and alarming number of Americans who ar~ joining the ranks
of the poor and underserved. The Cabinet on Human Rights believes that a statement
reaffirming the unity of purpose of ANA is necessary at this critical time. lt ·1s
also impo~tant to develop a plan of action which reflects the resolve and strength
of the melibership to achieve that purpose.
The

Attached is a draft statement reaffirming the unity of purpose of the association
in assuring nursing care for the people of our country. Also, attached is a draft
Rationale and Proposed Plan for Action. This draft is skeletal and needs ideas of
the organizational units ta dev~lop the concept and assist in identifying specific
actions.
These drafts are forwarded to you for review, additions and conments. After- we
receive your responses, a final draft and-suggestions for a coordinated and united
effort for proceeding will be circulated in the fall of 1983. It is our desire
that each organizational unit will endorse our efforts and be willing to share its
own current and planned activities which reflect that unity of purpose.

It is imperative, then, that this 1:11ifying statement of overarching purpose
of the work of the assodatioil be reaffirmed.
Together, nurses, U'l1ited in the professional association, are strong and
powerful in their resolve to comnit the means needed to accoq,lish the ends \tltlich
are vital to the health of the nation. The association is united in purpose and
action to insure nurses and the public that neither diversity, personal goals,
nor lack of dollars will serv~ as barriers to our efforts to ensure nursing care
for the population of this country.

LE:pm

Attachments

LE:pm

3/9/83
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atmosphere redolent with tars and carcinogens. I hope she enjoyed her ml:al.
So let that be a lesson to you. If you
want to avoid sidcstream smoke, be alert
..
·and nimble at all times, be assertive when
bett~r. .that is "short." It is not a safe practice and credit disability insurance is not necessary and, finally, stay far away from
Nurse·s
·and leads to low morale among staff unheard of today.
bowling alleys, bingo games, airrort waitDear edltor, ·
.
nurses. This results in a high turnover rate
Allowing banks, who have the personal ing rooms and your choice of neighborIt was with great interest that I read "1987 which causes increased costs in· terms of ·and financial records and histories of their hood taverns.
in Review," in your Dec. 28 issue of Busi- recruiting and orienting new nurses.
'· ·~-,.,customers on hand, to sell insurance proness First. In particular, yo11r assessment
Second, we want to be justly rewarded vides them with a .competitive advantage
of health care, which focused in part on financially for the responsibility we unfairto both the consumer and the insurthe nursing shortage, held my attention. assume. We are encouraged to have a min- ance agent.
This, as you may have guessed from my imum of four years of college education
Secondly, we need to examine just who
company logo, ls an issue near and dear to before we begin practice. After four years is recommending the expansion of banks'
Your only weekly source of
my heart.
of college, we work weekends, nights and powers. The Federal Deposit Insurance
local business news
What some of us have seen coming for . holidays to make approximately S21 ,000 Corp. und the Federal Savings and Loan
years has fmally manifested itself enough_ to $25,000 per y~ for full-time employ- Insurance Corp., which are the very agen- ·
to be felt by the cummunlty. There are ment. There are no financial incentives to cies charged with ensuring the stabillty of
Jack Connors
some very appropriate alarms being felt stay in nursing. After years of practice, a our banking system, are in financial straits
Editor/General Manager
over this shortage.
· nurse makes slightly more than new grad- due to inept management within the bankAs director of a new nursing agency in uates. Compare the responsibilities of a ing industry, Yet they advocate permisManaging ~ltor: Donna Colllns
Buffalo, I can verify after interviewing nurse (whose skill or lack thereof can sion for banks to enter new fields of.
Auocllle edllor/Speclll Repoit: Bob Rosellbaum
upwards of 50 nurses in one month that , mean life or death) to the starting salary endeavor.
Director of lldv1rt11lng aalea: Uaa Taravalla
nurses are in fact leaving the profession. · of a person who drives and delivers packBanks are failing in our country.
Dlreclor or cln:ulatlon: Mary Jana Wajmar
Those that are .stayins in for the time ages for a nationa1 company. That person Through Nov. 8, bank failures total 156
Director or production: Larry Ponzi
being are working on degrees in law or starts at $36,000 per year. That is why we nationwide for 1987, an average of IS per
Bu1ln1u m&nllOfl: Maureen Rose
business. Many have simply "dropped are leaving nursing!
month. And ~he insurance industry is
out," frustrated by being members of a
According to the National Association recovering from its own recent headaches.
© 1988Sy8uai-.Fllltc!Buffalo,lnc.Alrightl
profession that requires· full use of our of Nurse Recruiters, "the cost of recruit- Merge the two and you invite catastrophe.
rweMld.
intellectual capabilltie•, sreat physi.cal :, Ing just one nurse can run between $1,000
Third, banks, as mortgagees, often hold
No paJ1 of this publlcotlon may be reproduced or
transmitted In any IOllnor by any me,ans, el,clrOl1ic or
stamina, compassion, communicatton and $2,000. This does not include orienta- the policies of their credit customers.
mechanlc8I
lncfudlng photocopy, l9CORllnQ or ttrt
skllla, creativity and even love, only to tlon costs." If the situation improves, Being privy to such records would give
lntormatlon tttlfage and retrloval ll)Wl!I wtthcut plffllllalan
find that she has little or no control over patient care will Improve, keeping doctors banks a distorted competitive edge well
In wri1lng !mm the publisher.
8uslnesa Arsl (ISSN 07411-G418) le 1)4JhllehedWMldy II
her practice.
. and patients coming to these institutions. beyond the bounds of equitable com$36 a ytar by Bualneaa Aral al Buffalo Inc., Suite 200, :lei
With love and skill we ten~ l? mothers In that respect, nurses are revenue mak• merce.
Delawa,e A~.• Buffalo, New York 14202.
and babies, the elderly, the mJured ath- ers not the capital expense they are
Property and casualty insurance is a
SOCClllklas8 posteoe paid at Buffalo, Nw. York,
Baek laallN avallabll: $2.00 plcklld up It tht offiot,
lete, victims of cri~es and accidents. We usu~y seen as.
business of risk that demands effective
$3.00n\lllld.
·
reduce pain, clear aarways, relh:ve hunger,
Kristine Noonan, RN management, organization and service for
provide emotional support, resuscitate
Director clients in times of trouble and loss. I do
those at death's door and assist in life.American Nursing Resources not see the benefits to the consumer of
saving surgeries. We do it for 24 hours a
Buffalo banks entering this field.
day, seven days a week. We do it because
Hemry J. Kaye
we want to.
Vice President
Most of us, even those studying for law
Professional Insurance
Poslmasler:
ind business degrees, would continue In
Agents Association
Pleaat Hnd address changes 10:
nursing if certain conditions wo11ld be Dear editor,
Orchard Park
Bualneu First
net. We would stay in nursing:
There are a number of sound reasons why
361 Delaware Ave., Suite 200
First, if we can control our practice. It is banks shoald not be allowed to expand
We at Business First welcome your let•
Buffalo, New York 14202
ime that we, the clinicians, interviewed their involvement in property and casualty
ters and comments. Letters must be type•
(716) 852.,6200
written and Include your full name,
md hired our peers and then evaluated Insurance. First and foremost, It would be
address, and telephone number where you
heir performance. Further, nursing now nearly impossible to watch each ba1,k
can be reached during business hours.
1wolves us in mlllly specialties of medl- closely enough to prevent them from using
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llMERICAN NtJRSF.S' ASSOCIATION

Assessment of the Critical Health Care Gap
for wanen and Minorities, and Their Pam:.~ ~@s
America is rich in the diversity of its minorities. This diversity among
populations is reflected in language differences, in cultural practices and
beliefs with reP-pect to illness and health, differences in needs for types of
b@a.l.th services ~ad the duration of health care, and differences in birth
rates and differences in the afflictions which kill.
Minority vmen are increasingly disadvantaged--and further separated fran
necessary health care for themselves and their families.
"!'he purpose of this paper is to describe critical health care gap for
vmen, minorities and their fmnilies, access to care, and the social factors
and health "-tatus that contribute to concerns around access to care. The
American Nura~s• Association's current activities to address these needs are

outlined with additional recommendations provided.
Access to care:

11:le Critical Health care C.Oncern

Access to care is the 110st critical health care concern for wanen and
minorities, and their falililies. Access as defined by Penchansky (1977)
cor..sists of four factors: (1) adequacy of supply, (2) geographical
accessibility, (3) ability to pay, and (4) ease of entry. While lack of
resources and reimbursement aechanisms (public and private insurance) places
severe hurlers in the way of access, the presence of resources and funding
does not guarantee access. COntinued population growth, the chan~ing
distribution of bed.th care providers in the country, rapid change in health
care delivery, rapid change in the health care industry, client understanding
of the iEportance of the need fo~ 6~rvie!!s, and economic problems in certain
areas of the country contribute to the probl•s of access to health care by
indigents.
!he aecUcall.y indigent are pdaarily those persons without adequate health
insurance. "l'bere iare 35 aillion people in the country who do not have medical
inasrance, according to or. David ROgers, president of the Robert 1food Johnson

l'Cllandation. 'l'bat is 20 percent sore than there veze in 1980. 'l'be foundation
s t q estillated that one
failles were refused health care for
financi,at reasons in 1982 (Robert WOod Johnson Poun4ation, 1983).
Iapcrtant stricSas in ~e provision of health care have been aade in the last
several decal'les. '1'be introduction of Medicare and Medicaid in 1965 and the
developaent of employee-related health insurance have been mjor
aenta in increasing access to health care. However~ the adequacy of health
insurarace is a growinrJ proble for aany, especially the el4erly who are
concerned about what servicee are C0V11red by Medicare and whether they ean
afford the oope,-ent and deiuctlhl«1 required.
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becoming increasingly disadvantaged. Poverty and ill health are iflterrelatc!d.
Disadvantaged people become ill bec&~se of poor nutrition, poor living
conditions, high levels of stress, and reduced access to bealt.lJ care. As a
result of these conditions, illness may occur with great,er frequency, causing
those persons to miss work or lose jobs and bec:olle even pcorer.
The Task Force on waaen's Health Issues (1985) reported that the rapid ris~ in
the participation of wanen in the labor force has been the most far-reaching
change in recent years. Currently, 52 perc,mt of all waaen are in the labo-c
force. The most rapid shift in participation has occurred among vmw.n with
children still in the hale. Sixty-six percent of aothers vith sct-~ol-age
children are now employ~d.

The long-term effect of multiple roles Oil the health status of wcaen has
received some att~ntion fr03: rea~azchers, but results are equi'10Cal. Studies
have shown that gainfully employed WOillen are healthier and generally 110re
satisfied than housewives. It is not krc.m whether this is the case because
healthy women take and keep jobs outside the oome or whether the jobs, by
providing self-esteem, inC011e, and sta,eus, result in better physical and
mental health. Symptoms of stress have b-2en fowid to be 1110re frequent in
wanen with jobs that offer limit~d opportmiities for 1«:men. Lack of
occupational mobility is greater still for minority waaen than for White

women.

In addition to income aild occupation, health status is also related to various

demographic factorsc Marital status, age~ household structure, and the timing
and nUlllber of children all have implications for vcmen's health. A family or
household is important not only because it is the place where health behaviors
are learned, practiced, and reinforced, but also because it is where!!! IIX)St
short-term acute and long-~erm chronic care occurs (Department of Realth and
Buman services, 1985).

Studies have repeatedly ehown that VCl!len are more likely than aen to report
symptCX1s of illness and to utilize health services. What is not clt:ar is
whether these statistics reflect real differences in morbialty or scme
CO!llbination of gender-related differences in income and age structure, illness
behavior, aer.:ess to care, and response of th~ health =re sy&Ull. Differences
in access to care by mci and vamen, whites and minorities, and rural and urban
dwellers all have been exa!rl.ned, as have differ~nces in the way t,.~ health
care systems respond to wcmen. some research indicates that w:aen are treated
with less respect and dignity, that :male physicians iny be less sensitive to
wanen•s needs, and that psychotherapeutic medications are c!inproportionately
prescribed for wcmen as compared to men. '1'he wcaen•a moveunt, 110re female
physician9, and the devel~nt ef alternat~ treacent aerviCl!a for wa:aen may
change this trend.
Be~use vcmen use health aervif!l!s Nire than aen, it is i.JlporU:.nt to address
those conditions that tend to increase vaaen's need for services ad to
pranote those couditions and bebavic:s that ~intain bealtho

.
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"!'he issue of uncompensated care is another critical health concern for VIOl!len
minorities, and ~eir families. Uncompensated care is COlflJ?OS>!d of charity '
care and bad debt according to a leading health policy researcher, Gail R.

Wilensk'/, Ph.D., director of Project HOPE, Center for Health Affairs at
Millwood, Virginia. Uncompensated care is not a hospital issue, alone. It is
a social issue. 'l'he real question that needs to be addressed is, •can we, as
society, do what is necessary to enable th~ health care poor to obt.ain
access to needed health services?•
As states facing budget limitations tighten eligibility criteria the number of
people who have no protection, either private or public, against the cost of
services, injury or illness will grow. This is a critical national issue, not
involving just hospitals, but also health care practiticners, health planners,
third-party payers, employers, and most import&ntly, legislators at the state
and national levels.

hctors Affecting the Health of WOmen
In recent -decades, vomen in the United States have undergone a revolution in
their self-perception and their traditional relationships to work, money,
marriage, family and society in general. These societal ~hanges have
implications for every aspect of women's lives 1 including health and illness
(Department of Health and Buman Services, 1985a).
Various social and ethnic factors contribute to identification that certain
groups of women have higher morbidity or mortality rates, or both, than
others. For example, maternal deaths are four timgs as high for Black wanen,
and th~ee times as high for Hispanic wanen as they are for white women (Public
Health Service, 1985a). Rates of depression are higher among married women
vith children at home than they are among women ~ilo have never married or
those whose children have left home (Public Health Service, 1985a).
Numerous biological and social factors are thought to contribute both to
wmen's greater morbidity and to their longevity, including cultural and
social values Md attitudes affecting V011en•s healths economic status,
participation in the labor fo~ce, family, household structure, and age 1
interaction with the health care system.
RUIIW\ behavior is shaped by current cultural and social values and societal
attitudes (Public Health Service Task Poree on wcnen's Issues, 1985a).
W0111en' s behavior, which is often less risk taking than that of men, may
protect thea fran violent accidents and death, but it may also keep them frQII
COllpetitive activities that lead to physical fitness and greater mastery of
the environment.
·
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As a group, w.:men are economically disadvantaged in OOlllPllrison with men,
regardless of age, race, ethnicity, education, or employment status. Data
fran t:he &u:eau of the Cenaus, the Bltteau of Labor statistics, and the
congressional Budget Office oonfirm that wcnen in the united States are
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According to the Public Health service Task !'Cree en WC.en's Issues (1985a),
fundamental to the achieve~nt of improved health for all wanen is the
recognition that their lives have changed dramatically in recent years and the
futw-e changes are likely to be even qz-eater. '!he thrff 110St important social
changes affecting ,r;omen's health at the present time are:

•

'l'he increasing nummrs of women living in poverty:

•

'l'he unprP.cedented entry of women into the labor force, including lk:llllen
with infants and young childun~ and
'1'he continuing increase in the longevity of wanen.

Society as a whole must begin to take these changes into account if programs
and policies are to be of maximum benefit. While a>St health discm!ers are
not sex-specific, some problems occur more frequently in wcaen than in men,
and thus contribute to a significantly higher morbidity rate among VCIH!ft.
Minority women in the United States carry a disproportior.ate burden of
disease. Life expectancy is shorter and rates of infant and maternal J10rtality
are higher for minority wanen than fo= white wcmen. Minority groups also have
a higher prevalence of chronic diseases such as diabetes, hypertension, 4nd
cardiovascular disease. '!be death rate from certain cancers is significantly
higher in black than in white women. Since many minority vasen are
socioeconomically disadvantaged, their health problems are COillpou:nded by
poverty, poor nutrition, low motivation and self-esteem, and adverse
environmental factors (Public Health Service Task Force on wanen•s Health
Issues, 1985a) •
Health Problems of Minorities
In January 1984, the Secretary of the o.s. Department of Health and Buman
Services (1986) established the Task Poree on Black and Minority Health in
response to the national paradox of steady improvement in overall health, with
substantial inequities in the health of u.s. ainorities. '1'he report documents
the disparity in key health indicators a.,ong certain groups of tM U.S.
population. A COl!lprehensive study was carried out to investigate the longstanding disparities between the health status of U.S. blacks, Hispanics,
Asian/Pacific Islanders, and native Americans compared to that of whites.
The task force found that 60,000 excess deaths occur each year in ainority
populations (Department of Health and Buma.'I\ Services, 1986). Bxces8 deaths
expresses the difference bebn!en the nwnber of deaths actually obaerved in a
minority group and the number of deaths that vould have occ:urred in that group
if it experienced the SUie death rates for each age and sex as the white

population.

?:
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increasing funding for maternal-child health care servi~s.
initiatives include:

Reform of the Medicare program without limitation in the accessibility to
health care services or an increase in the financial burden to the
Medicare beneficiary.
Access to long-term care services without the imposition of excessive
eJDOtional and financial burdens on families.
Legislation that is responsive to the health care needs of both urban and
rural Americans with respect to accessibility, and availability of
essential health care services.
Continued federal funding for nursing education programs, especially
graduate education, designed to enhance the quality of patient care and
the cost effectiveness of nursing services.
Establishment of a visible and viable organizational entity at the
federal level lfhich focuses on nursing research.

Human Rights
ANA'S broad goals for human rights include the following:
'lb

'lb support the basic right of all the nation's citizens to equity under
the law regardless of race, creed, color, sex, age, physical disability
or lifestyle.
'lb bring about a health care system in which services are provided in a
manner that rec:09Dizes, values, and acoommodates the differences among
people.

ANA has targeted active support of particular legislation and regulation to

'fllese include:

Passage and ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment.
COntinued enforceaent of t.~e Voting Rights Act.
A strong and inc'!ependent

u.s.

COlllllliasion on Civil Rights.

Federal legislation to usure that es5ential health care services are
proei6ed to the nation•u people.
Maternal and aiud Health

•

'l'hese

r.upport for increased federal funding for the Maternal Chili.-, Health
{MCB) Bloc:k Grants, lmunization Progr~, Aid to Faailies with
Dependent Children, and the tfanen, Infant and Children (WIC) Program.
In 19S7 the American Nurses' Association published a summary of data obtained
fran conferences of expert perinatal clinicians and policy makers on access to
prenatal care and prevention of low birth weight. 'fllis publication al.so
provides recommendations for health policy based on conference data.

Uncompensated

Care

Another AHA goal is to work to attain adequate health care services for the

poor and uninsured.

achieve this goal, ANA is t1trongly encouraging state nurses' associations
to support state legislation for coverage of uncompensated care. 'l'his goal
also includes:

To

'l'he development of federally coordinated financial mechanisms and a
comprehensive policy with the individual states to meet the cost of
providing uncompensated care.

work to attain constitutional equality for women.

accomplish its human rights goals.
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One of ARA'e goals is to increase funding for the &!livery of aaternal
child health care nrvlces. 'l'o address this goal AHA is collaborating
with atate and federal legislators in undertaking initiatiffs aimed at

Federal Financing for Medicare
Another ANA goal is to support financing of quality health care services to
Medicare beneficiades. 'l'o achieve this goal, the association urges
congressional representatives and federal agencies to pursue legislativies
initiatives to increase federal financing for Medic:are.
AHA has identified as a final goal, the need for continued state and federal
support of quality health care servioes to Medicaid beneficiaries.
the goal of federal financing for Medicaid, ANA urgas state and
federal legislators to develop initiatives aimed at increasing funding for the
Medicaid program.
To address

'l'he American Nurses• AssOciation has been at the forefront in identifying
access to health care concerns for vcmen and minorities and their families and
has adopted several resolutions to address these concerns. Since 1976 the
following ANA bsolutions have addressed: Discriiaination in Health care
Services, Consumer's Right to Direct Access to Nursing Services anc:1 Right to
Know True Costs of Nursing Services, safe Ruraing Care for All People,
Including Ethnic People of Color, social Responsibility for Health care
Services to At-Risk Populations, Econcmic Status of WCllen and Children,
Pederal Programs Affecting WCnen and Children: Inveataent in the Future,
ANA'a Camlitaent to Reducing Infant Mortdity 'l'brcugh Preventing tow
Birthveight1 and Prmotion and ~ r t for Health Care for the Poor.

AMERICAN NmtSES' ASSOCIATION

Assessment of the Critical Health Care Gap
for wanen and Minorities, and Their Families
America is rich in the diversity of its minorities. This diversity among
populations is reflected in language differences, ih cultural practices and
beliefs wit.~ respect to illness and heslth, differences in needs for types of
health services and the duration of health care, ~nd differences in birth
rates and differenceE in the afflictions which kill.
Minority wanen are increasingly disadvantaged--and further separated from
necessary health care for themselves and their families.
The purpose of this paper is to describe critical health care gap for
vmen: minorities and their families, access to care, and the social factors
and health status that o:>ntribute to concerns around access to care. The
American Nurses' Association's current activities to address these needs are
outlined with additional recommendations provided.

Access to care:

The Critical Health Car~ concern

Access to care is the most critical health care concern for women and
minorities, and their families. Access as defined by Penchansky {1977)
consists of four factors: (1) adequacy of supply, (2) geographical
accessibility, (3) ability to pay, and (4) ease of entry. 1'1"hile lack of
resources.and reimbursement mechanisms (public and private insurance) places
severe barriers in the way of access, the presence of resources and funding
does not guarantee access. Continued population growth, the changing
distribution of health care providers in the country, rapid change in health
care delivery, rapid change in the health care industry, client understanding
of the importance of the need for services, and economic problems in certain
areas of the country contribute to the problems of a~ss to health care by
indigents.
'I'tl'! medically indiganl are primarily those persons without adequate b!alth
insurance. '1'here are 35 million people in the country who do not have medical
insurancer a-ecorc!iir.g to Dr. David Rogers. president of the Robert Wood Johnson
Poundt.t:ion. 'l'bat is 20 percent Jmre than there were in 1980. 'I'tle foundation
study estiaated that one aillion families were refused health care for
financial reasons in 1!182 (Robert WOOd Johnson Poundation, 1983).

Iaportant strides in the provision of health care have been ude in the last
several d&eat!es. '1'he introduction of Medicare and Medicaid in 1965 and the
develoi:w,ent of employee-related health insurance have been major aCODlllplish•enta in increaaing access to health care. However~ the adequacy of health
insurance ia a growing problem for many, especially the elderly who are
concerned about what aervicea are covered by Medicare and whether they can
afford the copayment and deductibles required.

s~sessment of the Critical Health Care Gap
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'The issue of uncompensated care is another critical health concern for wamen,
minorities, and their families. Uncompensated care is oomposed of charity
care and lad debt according to a leading health policy researcher, Gail R.
Wilensky, Ph.D., director of Project HOPE, Center for Health Affair.sat
Millwood, Virginia. tJtl(X)11!.pensated care is not a hospital issue, alone. It is
a social issue. 'l'he real question that needs to be addressed is, •can we, as
a society, do what is ~cessary to enable the health care poor to obtain
access to needed health services?•

As states facing budget limitations tighten eligibility criteria the number of
people who have no protection, either private or public, against the cost of
services, injury or illness will grow. This is a critical national issue, not
inwlvir.g just hospitals, but also health care practitioners, health planners,
third-party payers, employers, and most importantly, legislators at the state
and national levels.

Pactors Affecting the Health of Women
In recent decades, wanen in the United States have undergone a revolution in
their self-perception and their traditional relationships to work, money,
marriage, family and society in general. 'l'hese societal changes have
implications for every aspect of wanen's lives, including health and illness
(Department of Health and Human services. 1985a).
various social and ethnic factors contribute to identification that certain
groups of wcmen have higher morbidity or mortality rates, or both, than
others. For example, maternal deaths are four times as high for Black wanen,
and three times as high for Hispanic women as they a~e for white women (PUblic
Health service, 1985a). Rates of depression are higher among married women
with children at home than they are among women who have never married or
those vhose children have left home (Public Health service, 1985a).
Rm1erous biological and social factors are thought to contribute both to
vmen's greater morbidity and to their longevity, including cultural and
social values and attitudes affecting W0111en•s health1 economic status,
participation in the labor force; family, household structure, and age,
interaction with the health care system.
Huaan behavior is shaped by current cultural and social values and societal
attitudes (Public Health Service Taak Poree on Wcmen's Issues, 1985a).
waaen~s behavior, which is often less risk taking than that of men, may
protect thea fram violent accidents and death, but it may also keep them frCID
competitive activities that lead to physical fitness and greater mastery of
the enviromnent.
As a group,

W0llleJl are ecol10lllically disadvantaged in comparison with men,
regarclleas of age, race, ethnicity, education, or employment status. Data
frca the Bureau of the cerusus,. the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the
congressional Budget Office confirm that vomen in the United States are

for Wanen and Minorities and Their Families
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becoming increasingly disadvantaged. Poverty and ill health are interrelated.
Disadvantaged people become ill because of poor nutrition, poor living
conditions, high levels of stress, and reduced access to health c-.a-e. As a
result of these conditions, illness may occur with greater frequency, causing
those persons to miss work or lose jobs and beCOffle even poorer.
The Task Force on Wa'llen's Health Issues {1985) reported that the rapid rise in
the participation of wanen in the labor force has been the 110St far-reaching
change in recent years. Currently, 52 percent of all V01Ben are in the labor

force.

'l'he D:>St rapid shift in participation !us occurred among WOilen with

children still in the home.
children are now employed.

Sixty-six percent of 1110thers with school-age

The long-term effect of multiple roles on the health status of .:J1en bas
received some attention from researchers, but results are equivocal. Studies
have shown that gainfully employed women are healthier and generally 110re
satisfied than housewives. It is not known whether this is the case because
heal thy women take and keep jobs outside the home or whether the ::jocs • by
providing self-esteem, income, and status, result in better pt.:,,"!!.:...:!. and
mental hea;lth. Symptans of stress have been foand to be mar'~ frequent ~n
women with jobs that offer limited opportunities for wcmen. Lack of
occupational mobility is greater still for minority wcmen dum for White
wanen.
In addition to income and occupation, health status is also related to various
demographic factors. Marital status, age, household structure, and the timing
and number of children all have implications for wanen's health. A farily or
household is important not only because it is the place where health behaviors
are learned, practiced, and reinforced, but also because it is where .ast
short-term acute and long-term chronic care occurs (Department of Health and
Human Services, 1985).
Studies have repeatedly shown that wcmen are more likely than men to report
What is not clear is
whether these statistics reflect real differences in 1DOrbidity or scae
combination of gender-related differences in income and age structure, illness
behavior, access to care, end response of the health care system. Differences
in access to care by men and vcraen, whites and minorities, and rural and urban
dwellers all have been examined, as have differences in the way~ health
care systms respond to vamen. Scae research indicates that wosen are treated
with less respect and dignity, that aale physicians may he less sensitive to
w0111en's neet!s, and that psychotherapeutic medications are disproportionately
prescribed for 'Walle1l as CIOIBp&red to men. '11le wanen•s movement, 110re female
physicians, and the developaent of alternate treataent services for 'IIIICmeft u.y
change this trend.
symptans of illness and to utilize health services.

Because waaen use health services JIC>re than men, it is important to address
those conditions that tend to increase wmen•s need for services and to
pranote those conditions and behaviors that maintain health.
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According to the Public Health Service Task Poree on WClllen•s Issues (1985a),
fundamental to the achievement of improved health for all woraen is the
recognition that their lives have changed dramatically in recent years and the
future changes are likely to be even greater. The three most important social
changes affecting W0men•s health at the present time are:
'l'he increasing ntllllbers of wanen living in poverty:
'l'he unprecedented entry of women into the labor force, including women
with infants and young children: and
'l'he oontinuing increase in the longevity of women.
SOciety as a whole must begin to take these changes into aceount if programs
and policies are to be of maximmn benefit. While most health disorders are
not sex-specific, some problems occur more frequently in women than in men,
and thus oontribute to a significantly higher morbidity rate among women.
Minority women in the United States carry a disproportionate burden of
disease. Life expectancy is shorter and rates of infant and maternal mortality
are higher for minority vomen than for white women. Minority groups also have
a higher prevalence of chronic diseases such as diabetes, hypertension, and
cardiovascular disease. 'ffle death rate fro:n certain cancers is aignifieantly
higher in black than in white wanen. Since many minority wanen are
socioeconomically disadvantaged, their health problems are compounded by
poverty, poor nutrition, low motivation &nd self-esteem, and adverse
environmental factors (Public Health Service Task Force on women's Health
Issues, 1985a).
Health Problems of Minorities
In January 1984, the Secretary of the u.s. Department of Health and Human
Services (1986) establishsd the Task Poree on Black and Minority Health in
Tesponse to the national paradox of steady improvement in overall ht!alth, with
substantial inequities in the health of u.s. minorities. 'l'he report documents
the disparity in key health indicators among certain groups of the o.s.
population. A CX)!llprehensive study was carried out to investigate the longstanding disparities between the health status of u.s. blacks, Hispanics,
ASian/Pacific Islanders, and native Amerie&ns compared to that of whites.
'!'he task force found that 60,000 excess deaths occur each year in minority

populations (Departlllent of Health and Bmnan Services, 1986). Excess deaths
expresses the diff~rence between the number of deaths actually observed in a
ainority group and the number of deaths that would haw occurred in that: group
if it experienced the same death rates for each age and sex as the white
population.

One of the task force's major concerns was the quality of available data,
especially on Hispanics.
According to the Department of Health and Buman Services (1985b), age-adjusted
death rates reached new lows in 1984 for each race-sex group except black
females. White females had the lowest estimated age-adjusted death rate
{391.4 deaths per 100,000 population), followed by black feaales (586.2),
white males (694.6), and black males (1,016.1). Between 1983 and 1984, ageadjusted death rates decreased one percent for white females, and increased
three percent for black females (fran 571.5).
Activities of the
American Nurses' Association
The American Nurses' Association (ANA) has a long history of prc:a:,ting efforts
to assure quality health care to all individuals, affordable he~lth insurance
for the unemployed and their families, continued federal funding for aaternal
and child health programs, state programs to meet the cost of providing
uncompensated care and cx,ntinual federal fll1"iding for the Medicaid progru..
One purpose of the American Nurses' Association is to shape public policy
about health care to benefit the health and welfare of the nation's citizens.
While policies and goals put forth by the AHA Bouse of Delegates guide this
process for the profession, it is recognized that health policy for the people
is determined by legislative bodies as they adopt laws, by executive bodies as·
they administer laws, and by judicial bodies as they interpret laws.
Each year, specific legislative priorities are adopted by ANA and shared with
nurses and policy makers. ANA's 1987 legislative and regulatory
priorities include a number of goals and activities relevant to this paper.
Access to Care
'rO

address access to care the asscciation framed tvo goals:
To assure access to quality health care services especially to vulnerable
populations, such as chilc!ren, the disadvantaged and the aged ..
To assure access to nursing care services with emphasis on the role of
nurses as qualified providers of health care services.

To achieve these two broad goals, ANA is aotively pursuing legislation and

regulation that will provide:

A prOlilinent federal role in and increased federal funding for the
delivery of maternal-child health care services and related programs,
such as i111111unization and school health programse
Health insurance for the unemployed and their fniliM.
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Reform of the Medicare program without limitation in the accessibility to
health care services or an increase in the financial burden to the
Medicare beneficiary.
Access to long-term care services without the imposition of excessive
emotional &nd financial burdens on families.

Legislation that is responsive to the health care needs of both urban and
rural Americans with respect to accessibility and availability of
essential health care services.
Continued federal funding for nursing education programs, especially
graduate education, designed to enhance the quality of patient care and
the mst effectiveness of nursing services.
Establishment of a visible and viable organizational entity at the
federal level which focuses on nursing research.
Buman

Rights

ARA's broad goals for human rights include the following:
'lb

•

•

t«>rk to attain 00nstitutional equality for W'Olllen.

1b support the basic right of all the nation's citizens to equity rd\der
the law regardless of race, creed, color, sex, age, physical disability
or lifestyle.
.
'lb bring about a health care system in which services are provided in a
manner that recognizes, values, and accommodates the differences among
people.

AD has targeted active support of particular legislation and regulation to
acooaplish its human rights goals. 'l'bese include:
Paauge and ratification of the Equal Rights Aillendment.

•

Continued enforceaent of the Voting Rights Act.

•

A strong and inclependent

•

Pec!eral legislation to assure that essential health care services are
provided to the nation's people.

u.s.

Ccmnission on Civil Rights.

Maternal ant! Otild Health
•

One of ARA's goals is to increase funding for the cSelivery of aaternal
child health a.re services. '1'o address this goal ARA is collaborating
with •tate and federal legislators in underta~ing initiatives aimed at

Assessment of the Critical Health care Gap
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increasing funding for aaternal-child health care servi02s.
initiatives include:
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'l'hese

Support for increased federal funding for the Maternal Child Health
(MCB) Blocit Grants. Imi.mization Prograas, Aid to !'mailies with
Dependent Children, and the Wanen, Infan.: and Children OfiC) Program.
In 1987 the American Rurses• Association published a su.sary of data obtained
fran conferences of expert perinatal clinicians and policy ukers on access to
prenatal care and prevention of la;,, birth weight. 'ftlis publication also
provides recommendations for health policy based on conference data.
uncompensated care
Another ANA goal is to 110rk to attain adeqaate health care services for the
poor and lDlinsured.
To achieve this goal, ABA is strongly encouraging state nurses• associations

to support state legislation for coverage of uncoapenaated care.
also includes:

'!'his goal

The development of federally coordinated financial acbmliSIIS and a
compr@hensive policy with the individual states to aeet the cost of
providing uncompensated care.
Federal Financing for Medicare
Another ANA goal is to support financing of quality health care services to
Medicare beneficiaries. To achieve this goal, the association urges
congressional representatives and federal agencies to pirsue legislatives
initiatives t.o increase federal financing for Medicare.
ANA has identified as a final goal, the need for oontinued state and fede~al
support of quality heuth care services to Medicaid beneficiaries.
To address the goal of federal financing for Medicaid, ARA urges state and
federal legislators to develop initiatives aimed at increasing fundfng for the

Medicaid program.

'!'he American Nurses' AsSOciation has been at the forefrant in idmtifying
access to health care ooncerns for V011en and ainoritiea and their failles and
has adopted several resolutions to address these concerns. Since 1976 the
following ANA Resolutions have addressed: Discdaination in Healt.b care
Services, Consumer's Right to Direct .lccesa to nursing &nvlces and Right to
Know True casts of Nursing Services, safe Bursing Ca.re for A11 People,
Including Ethnic People of Color, social Responsibility for Beal.th care
Services to At-Risk Populations, l!'O)nmic Status of waaen and Children,
Federal Programs Affecting lfalen and Cbildren1 Investaent in the Puture1
ANA's canmitment to Reducing Infant Mortality 'ftlrou,gh Prnenting Lew
Birthveight1 and Pranotion and support for Health care for the Poor.
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ANA RE:ClMMEt.,"DATIONS

The critical health care gap is access to care. Filling the gap will require
concerted efforts on the part of many people and organi%ations. In order
to praaote
improved access to care for women, minorities and their families,
ANA
recommends:

1.

support for health pranotion/disease prevention programs and resea~ch
that specifically address the needs of wan&n, minorities, and their
families.

2.

Suppo~t of legislative and regulatory measures that ensure health
insurance coverage for wanen, minorities and their families.

3.

support for expanded prenatal care benefits under Medicaid, the federal
health programs for the poor.

4.

Health prog~ams and educational efforts that are tailored to the
linguistic and cultural naeds of diverse populations.

5.

Developnent of models for providing quality care to culturally diverse
groups.
CONCLUSION

Access
to families.
care is the most critical health care concern for wt111en, minorities
and
their
"l'be American Rurses• Association bas a long history of pranoting efforts to

assure access to care.

Several legislative prioriti~s and resolutions to

a&!ressmakers.
specific goals have been adopted by ANA and shared with nurses and
policy

Access to care is a aonumental problem which has generated increased concern
The scope of the problem is IDlwieldy and
would require consi~rable effort on the part of politicians, health care
professional.a, and policy analysts to reduce or alleviate.
aaong health care professionals.

'l'bere ia aa yet no generally recognized procedure for assessing the total of
progras and services for access to health care in terms of use, results, .
quality and coat, in short, who, when, where and IXJW to refer at-risk
individuals in order to meet their needs llOSt effectively. What is needed is
a ablpUfied aystem so that people who Med cue, but can.not. pay for it, will
tnow bov to access the system.
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